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                                                                                                                     Indiana Standards 2008 - Physical Education 

 

South Adams High School provides the opportunity for students to receive Physical Education Credit through 

participation of high school athletics or marching band.  One credit per SA interscholastic athletic team and/or SA 

marching band season participation will be given.  A maximum of two PE credits will be given for these activities in a 

high school student’s career.  If a student and his/her guardian wish to exercise this option the student will be required 

to: 

 

1. Successfully complete the athletic/marching band season 

a. Completion is defined as the student was not removed from team participation as a result of: 

i. Academics 

ii. Discipline (either team or school) 

iii. Prolonged injury that results in a loss of more than 1/3 of the season 

iv. Any other reason as agreed upon by both the coach/band director and high school 

administration 

 

2. Document in the SA Physical Education Standards Journal an example of each PE standard completed during 

the athletic/marching band season.  This document will be submitted on the appropriate due dates (listed on 

requirements page.  The coach or director will sign to verify that the athlete or band member has completed the 

documented activities and the teacher of record will determine the grade for the credit. 

 

(printed student name) _______________________________________   will not take PE as he/she will participate in the 

following IHSAA sports, cheerleading, and/or marching band: 

 

____ Girls Cross Country   ____ Boys Cross Country 

____ Girls Soccer    ____ Boys Soccer 

____ Volleyball     ____ Football 

____ Girls Golf     ____ Boys Tennis 

____ Girls Basketball    ____ Boys Basketball 

____ Girls Swimming    ____ Boys Swimming     

____ Softball     ____ Baseball 

____Girls Track     ____ Boys Track 

____ Girls Tennis    ____ Boys Golf  

          Cheerleading     ____ Wrestling 

          Marching Band 

 

 

I have read the above requirements and agree to fulfill all responsibilities.  I also understand that by signing this 

agreement, if at the end of my particular sports season, I have not acquired a P.E. credit, I will receive no credit and will 

be scheduled in a P.E I or P.E. II class the next available opportunity. 

 

 

__________________________________________   ________ 

Student signature       Date 

 

__________________________________________   ________ 

Parent /guardian signature      Date 

 
Name: _____________ 
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Activity/Sport: _____________ 
Teacher: _____________ 

Coach/Director: _____________ 
     Due Dates:  Fall/Winter Sports = December 5 

        Winter/Spring Sports = May 8   

   
Physical Education Standards Journal 

For each standard, the student-athlete shall document a minimum of one example illustrating their attainment of 
each standard.   

 
 
Standard 1 

Motor Skills and Movement Patterns: Students demonstrate competency in 
motor skills and movement patterns needed to perform a variety of physical 
activities. 
 

9.1.1 Demonstrate activity-specific skills in individual, dual, and team physical activities.  
(2-3 sentence description of the activities performed in conditioning, practice, or games that were completed individually, with a 
partner, and as a group) 

Example: 
 
 
 
 
  

9.1.2 Perform creative rhythmic movement patterns with increasing degrees of difficulty.   
(2-3 sentence description of the activities performed in conditioning, practice, or games that required a specific pattern – i.e. offensive plays 
or a progression of drills) 

Example:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
9.1.3 Model or teach mature motor skills and movement patterns to another student.   

(2-3 sentences describing the activities performed in conditioning, practice, or games that required you to teach or model a skill or 
activity to a teammate or to a youth participant) 

 Example:  
 
 
 

Standard 2 

Movement Concepts: Students demonstrate an understanding of movement 
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concepts, principles, strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning and 
performance of physical activities. 
 
9.2.1 Apply previously learned strategies and tactics in the performance of selected physical 

activities. 
(2-3 sentence description of the activities performed in conditioning, practice, or games that were improved by applying previously 
learned skills to a game situation—applying a practice drill to a game situation.) 

Example:  
 
 
 
 

 
9.2.2 Analyze and evaluate information about motor skills and patterns that lead to improved physical 

performance.   
(2-3 sentence description of the activities performed in conditioning, practice, or games that were improved after feedback was 
given by coach or director in practice or competition and the feedback was then applied to the activity to improve performance – i.e. 
coach’s feedback on swimming technique) 

Example:  
 
 
 

 

   
Standard 3 

Physical Activity: Students participate regularly in physical activity. 
 
9.3.1 Identify available community resources that promote an active lifestyle. 

(2-3 sentences identifying the resources available through the community that assists you in maintaining your physical fitness—
does not have to be a sport specific answer) 

Example:  
 
 
 
 

       
 
                                             
9.3.2 Participate in physical activities that contribute to the improvement of specific health-related 

physical fitness components (cardio-respiratory endurance, muscular strength, muscular 
endurance, flexibility, and body composition). 
(2-3 sentences identifying the activities performed in conditioning, practice, or games that increase your muscular strength, 
endurance, etc.) 

Example:  
 
Standard 4 

Health-Enhancing Physical Fitness: Students achieve and maintain a health-
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enhancing level of physical fitness. 
 
 
9.4.1 Create a personal workout program to achieve and maintain an optimal level of health-related 

physical fitness. 
(2-3 sentences identifying the activities performed in conditioning, practice, or games that have assisted you in creating your own 
personal workout program to help you maximize your athletic potential—examples of off season workout programs that help you 
maintain your level of fitness) 

Example:  
 
 

 
 
 

9.4.3 Identify basic principles of exercise, nutrition, and chemical substances and their effects on 
physical performance. 
(2-3 sentences identifying the benefits of proper nutrition and how avoidance of chemical substances contributes the improvement 
of your physical performance) 

Example:  
 
 
 
 
 
Standard 5 

Responsible Personal and Social Behavior: Students exhibit  
responsible personal and social behavior that respects self and others in 
physical activity settings. 
 
 
9.5.2 Relate the benefits of physical activities to social and emotional well-being. 
 (2-3 sentences explaining how your participation has helped improve your social and emotional welfare) 

Example:  
 

 
 
 
9.5.3 Describe the potential physiological risks associated with physical activity in various 

environments. 
(2-3 sentences identifying the specific activities that could be harmful if performed in extreme environments – i.e. risks associated 
with prolonged jogging in hot and humid climate without an adequate amount of water) 

Example:  
 
 
 
9.5.6    Apply game rules accurately and fairly during activity.   
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(2-3 sentences identifying the activities performed in conditioning, practice, or games that required you to fairly apply the rules of 
your particular sport or activity without direct supervision of your director, coach, judge, or game official) 

            Example:     
 
 
 
 
Standard 6  

Value of Physical Activity: Students value physical activity for health, enjoyment, 
challenge, self-expression, and/or social interaction. 
 
9.6.1 Identify positive mental and emotional aspects of participation in a variety of physical activities. 

(2-3 sentences describing the psychological benefits of your physical activity – i.e. relaxation, mental alertness, social interaction, 
etc.)   

Example: 
 
 
 
 
 

9.6.2 Express feelings of satisfaction and enjoyment as a result of participating in regular physical 
activity.  
(2-3 sentences describing your emotional benefit and the release of stress by participating in your activity) 

Example:  
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VERIFICATION AND GRADE SHEET 

 

 

(Printed Student’s Name)________________________ has completed the documented activities in 

the SA Physical Education Standards Journal to meet the Indiana Physical Education Standards. 

 

 

_______________________________   ____________ 

Student Signature      Date 

 

 

_______________________________   ____________ 

Coach/Director Signature     Date 

 

 

Grading Scale: The packet is worth 125 points. Each question is worth 5 points.  

 

Note: To gain credit for a standard the answer must be completed in full and appropriately. In 

order to be fair to all, the teacher of record spends a great deal of time grading your answers; 

therefore, good work is expected when you complete this packet.  

 

 

 

 

GRADE = _____ 

 

 

 

________________________________   _____________ 

Teacher of Record Signature     Date 

 

 

*Please submit the Verification and Grade Sheet to the SA Guidance Department. 



Physical Education Final Project  

 5 3 1 SCORE 

Fitness (50 Pts) 
5=50 
3=30 
1=10 

Fitness plan is 
detailed and easy to 
follow. Evidence of 
research, thought, 
and time 
consumption is 
apparent. Directions 
were followed. All 
components of 
fitness are included. 

Evidence of research, 
thought and time 
consumption is 
sparse. Some 
directions were 
followed.  

Plan shows evidence 
of procrastination. 
Plan is not detailed.  

 

Goals (25 Pts) 
5=25 
3=15 
1=10 

Goals are clearly 
present and thought 
of with diligence. 
GOALS are 
measurable, 
attainable, and 
realistic. 

Goals are present. 
Some goals are vague 
and not specific, 
measurable, 
attainable, or realistic. 

If present, goals are 
weak, and are not 
attainable. 

 

Presentation 
(25 Pts) 
5=25 
3=15 
1=10 

Overall plan is 
professional and 
neat. Cover page is 
present. 

Plan is not organized 
well, but is readable. 
Presentation lacks 
professionalism. 

No cover page 
present. 
Presentation is 
sloppy and does not 
make sense.  

 

Nutrition 
(25 Pts) 
5=25 
3=15 
1=10 

Contains detailed 2 
day dietary plan. 
Also shows 
knowledge of what 
foods to each and 
avoid, and why a 
nutritious diet is 
important. 

Contains a 2 Day plan 
but it is not very 
extensive or complete. 
Speaks some advice 
over food choices and 
importance of diet, 
but is not very 
detailed. 

Does not contain a 2 
Day plan and/or 
does not cover any 
other nutrition 
advice. Speaks little 
of the importance of 
diet.  

 

 



PHYSICAL EDUCATION FINAL PROJECT 

Project: Choose a situation that is listed below and then follow the task directions in order to complete 

your workout plan.   

Situation 1:  

A friend of yours wants to become more physically fit, and is interested in starting a weight loss 

program. 

Situation 2:  

A friend decides that they want to play a sport for the school. They know they need to get in shape 

before the season begins.    

Task:  

You are to develop a week long workout plan for your friend that they could use weekly. The workout 

plan must include activities to help develop all the components of fitness (muscular strength, muscular 

endurance, flexibility, cardio-respiratory endurance, and body composition (which will take care of itself 

by following workout)). Remember, before starting any plan you need to come up with GOALS. You need 

at least 2 GOALS for your friend.  

You will also be giving them advice on a nutritious diet that they should also implement during this time. 

Create for them a TWO DAY sample diet plan (a sample meal for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snack 

each day) and then you also need to give details as to what types of foods that your friend should and 

should not be consuming. Finally, give your friend overall advice as to why your diet plan is important 

and how it will benefit them.  

*** DO NOT PLAGERIZE THE WORKOUT PLAN!!!  I caught multiple people turning in work that was not 

their own in the past and you WILL fail the OPT OUT if you do this. You can look to the internet for 

advice, but do not copy and paste or use words or exercises that you would not be able to explain to 

me as part of your plan. **** 

Workout Example: 

Day 1 (Focus: Chest and Biceps) 

Flexibility 
Dynamic stretching 10 minutes 
 
Muscular Endurance and Strength 
Bench Press   3x20 
Incline Bench Press  3X20 
DB flies (incline or flat)  3x20 
Hammer curls   3x15 
Preacher curls   3x15 



Concentration curls 3x12 
 
Cardio-respiratory endurance 
Elliptical machine 25 minutes @ lower end of THRZ 

Flexibility 
Static stretching 12 seconds per muscle group 
 

Include special instructions/possible modifications if needed  

 



               
               Final Semester Exam Handout 
 

HANDBALL:  

 The game of Team Handball emphasizes teamwork and passing.  

  General Information:  

 The game of Team Handball begins with a Jump ball.  

 Ball is thrown from person to person 

 Player with the ball can only hold the ball for 3 seconds 

 Player with the ball can only take 3 steps with the ball 

 An offensive player cannot enter the goalie zone or the no-score zone  

 Skills Used: passing/throwing, catching 

 

SPEEDBALL:  
 The game of speedball was developed in the early 1920’s. It combines soccer dribbling, passing and 

kicking with team handball passing. Speedball is a game that allows all the players to participate in all aspects of 

the game.  

 General Information:  

 Kick off- occurs in the center of the field. The ball is dropped between two players and 

the ball must hit the ground before either player can strike it.  

 The ball may advance down the field by dribbling with the feet as in soccer or passing 

from player to player as in basketball or team handball. 

 Converting a ground ball must be done through one of the following methods:  

 Roll the ball up your toe to yourself 

 Flick the ball into the air to a partner 

 Pick the ball up with both feet and catch it in the air 

 When the ball becomes airborne it may be caught and thrown from a stationary 

position from one player to another. A player is allowed only three steps in any 

direction before releasing the ball.  

 A team passing the ball into an end zone scores a point. The ball must be caught 

airborne to count as a score 

 Skills Used: Passing/throwing, catching, dribbling with feet, kicking (roll-up toe, lift 

ball with toe) 

 

SOCCER: 

 Soccer is the most popular sport in the world. It is named futball in countries outside of the United 

States. It involves a great deal of eye-foot coordination.  

 General Information:  

 Players cannot use their hands other than the goalie in the goal box 

 Direct Penalty Kick: is when a foul occurs inside the penalty box and the offensive 

team gets a free kick on the goal with only the goalie in the box 

 Indirect Penalty Kick: Fouls or penalties outside the goal box result in a free kick 

from the offensive team  

 Positions: Goalie, Fullback (defender), Forward (scorer), and Halfback (midfielder) 

 If the ball goes out of bounds along the side line it is thrown in with two hands over 

the head  

 Games consist of two 45 minute halves with a 15 minute half time 

 

 

TENNIS:  

 Tennis is a great life-long recreational and competitive sport. There are two styles of the game: singles 

and doubles.  

 General Information:  



 One person serves for an entire game before the serve is rotated to the next server. 

You are allowed two serves per service 

 A player serves the ball from behind the baseline into the diagonal service box 

 Scoring: the score is called as, Love, 15, 30, 40, Advantage In or Out (if necessary), 

and Game 

 If the game is tied at 40, 40 than the game is tied at Deuce. This is when the next 

point gives the team an Advantage In or Advantage Out 

 There are 6 games in a set, and you must win 2 out of 3 sets to make it a match 

 No person or their racket can touch the net during the game of tennis 

 Skills Used: forehand, backhand, serve, volley 

 

VOLLEYBALL:  

 William G. Morgan created the game of Volleyball in the United States. The game of volleyball is 

played outdoor—sand volleyball with 2 or 4 people—and indoor with 6 people.  

 General Information:  

 The game of volleyball starts with a serve from the right back position 

 Rally Scoring: a point is scored every time a ball is served 

 The 6 players on the court rotate clockwise 

 A team can only contact the ball a maximum of 3 times before it has to go over the net 

and a player cannot contact the ball two times in a row.  

 Skills used: passing, setting, hitting/spiking, overhand serve, underhand serve 

 

BADMINTON: 

Badminton is a small court racket game that requires speed, endurance, power and eye hand  

coordination. Team play demands cooperation and strategy by both partners.  

General Information:  

 A regulation game is played to 15 points  

 A birdie is a Shuttlecock 

 The game begins with one side serving. If the server wins their serve they switch sides 

with their partner. When they loose the serve it goes to the other side of the court. 

Depending on if the score is odd or even the serve is either on the left or the right side 

of the court (right = even, left = odd). Both partners serve before the serve returns to the 

other side.  

 Play begins with an underhand serve and the serve is to the court that is diagonal to the 

server. The serving team can only score a point.  

 Backhand: a stroke where the racket is brought across the body and the birdie is hit to 

the side 

 Forehand: stroke where racket hits the birdie with the dominant hand to the dominant 

side of the body  

 Smash: stroke hit hard over the head 

 Skills used: backhand, forehand, smash, underhand serve, drop shot, deep clear 

 

BASKETBALL: 

  Dr. Naismith first introduced basketball in 1891 at the YMCA in Massachusetts. By 1905 the game was 

included in many college athletic programs. It is now a popular winter sport that is played on all levels—

children’s leagues through professional and Olympic teams.  

 General Information:  

 5 players on the court for one team at one time and they play multiple positions: point 

guard, forward, guard.  

 Play begins with a Jump ball 

 The team on Offense: has the ball,  The team on Defense: does not have the ball 

 Man to Man defense: each player guards a player from the other team 

 Zone defense: each player guards anyone from the other team in a specific area  

 Free throw = 1 point,   Field goal = 2 points,   Three pointer = 3 points 



 A Foul is an infraction of the rules, which is charged and penalized. Examples: holding, 

charging, pushing, tripping 

 A foul while shooting will result in free throws 

 Penalties:   

  Double Dribble: pick up your dribble and dribble again   

  Traveling: running with the ball 

 When you step on the line you are out of bounds 

 Skills used: shooting, bounce pass, chest pass, lay-up, rebound, dribbling  

 

WIFFLEBALL:  

  The game of Wiffleball was created to simulate the game of baseball, but is more conducive to smaller 

areas and indoor areas.   

  General Information:  

 A player can get out by having their hit caught in the air or by being tagged or forced 

out at a base.  

 Tag-up: Touching the base a player was on once a fly ball has been caught before 

continuing to the next base.  

 Force out: When the defensive team only must tag the base that the running is running 

to because all of the bases behind the runner are full. If there is not a force out at a base 

the runner must be tagged with the ball to be called out.  

 Fundamentals of hitting: Eye on the ball, lead with the hands, transfer weight forward, 

pivot on front foot, and swing level until the follow thru 

 Fundamentals of throwing: Eye on target, elbow back and high, release out in front, and 

follow thru 

 Skills used: hitting, throwing, fielding 

 

SWIMMING:  

 General Information: 

 Strokes used:  

o freestyle—flutter kick and alternating arm circles on your belly  

o backstroke—on your back with flutter kick and alternating arm circles 

o breast stroke—frog kick with arm circles under the water in front  

o butterfly—dolphin kick with simultaneous arm circles 

 Treading Water: treading water allows you to stay afloat in deep water by kicking your 

feet and  making circles with your hands without moving in any direction  

 Diving: your body should enter the water in the following order: hands, head, hips, feet  

 Games played: Water Polo 

 Pass or swim the ball across the pool and score in a goal 
 

BOCCE BALL:  

 Bocce Ball is a great yard game that can be played by people of all ages and abilities.  

  General Information:  

 The game begins when a team throws the small yellow pallino ball into the yard 

 The teams alternate throws/rolls to try and get their ball closest to the pallino. The 

person who threw the pallino goes first.  

 When all balls have been throws, the team with their ball closest to the pallino gets one 

point. If that same team  has their other ball as the second closest ball then they get two 

points. The other team gets no points. Only one team scores each round.  

 

FOOTBALL: 

 An American made sport that is played on all levels from little league to professional. It is a male dominated sport.  

 Positions 

  1. Quarterback: throws the ball 

  2. Wide receiver: catches the ball 

  3. Offensive line: blocks for the quarterback 

  4. Running back: runs the ball 

  5. Defensive back: guards the receiver 



  6. Defensive line: tries to rush the quarterback or tackle the running back 

  7. Center: defensive lineman that snaps the ball to the quarterback 

 You have 4 Downs to get the ball either into the end zone or progress 10 yards for the first down  

 A touchdown is 6 points 

 An extra point is kicked following a touch down (worth 1 point) 

 It is an option for a team to go for a two point conversion which is when a team gets one attempt at 

scoring an additional touchdown 

 A field goal is 3 points 

 Line of scrimmage: where the ball is snapped from. Divides the offense and the defense 

 Skills used: throwing, catching 

 

FRISBEE GOLF:  

 Frisbee Golf is played similarly to golf only the object is to hit an object with the Frisbee to complete a hole.  

 Par is when the player throws even with the expected  number of throws for the hole 

 Birdie is when the player throws one less than the expected number of throws for the hole 

 Bogey is when the player throws one more than the expected number of throws for the hole.  

 There are 9 holes on half of a course and 18 holes total  

 

 



PHYSICAL EDUCATION MILE RUN 

                                             PRESIDENTIAL         NATIONAL  

BOYS TIMES 

 

 

GIRLS TIMES 

 

 

 

 

PE GRADE SCALE 

GRADE POINTS  BOYS GIRLS 

A 50 Under 7:00 Under 9:00 

B 40 7:00 to 8:30 9:00 to 10:30 

C 30 8:30 to 9:30 10:30 to 11:30 

D 20 Over 9:30 plus effort Over 11:30 plus effort 

F 10 No effort No effort  

 

AGE TIME TIME 

14 6:26 7:44 

15 6:20 7:30 

16 6:08 7:10 

17 6:06 7:04 

AGE TIME TIME 

14 7:59 10:06 

15 8:08 9:58 

16 8:23 10:31 

17 8:15 10:22 



PHYSICAL EDUCATION OPT OUT 

REQUIREMENTS 2018-2019 

 

1. STANDARDS PACKET   (125pts)  DONE EACH TIME YOU OPT OUT 
 

 Due: December 5 and/or May 8 

 Found on Guidance Website OR High School Webpage  

 

 

2. 1st PE OPT OUT CREDIT:  MULTIPLE CHOICE UNIT TEST    (125pts)  YOU 

MUST TAKE THE TEST IF YOU ARE OPTING OUT FOR THE FIRST TIME IN PLACE OF PE 1.  
 

 Take in Homeroom November 14 and/or April 10  (Attendance Required)—will be given 

in Mrs. Buckingham’s homeroom classroom.  

 PE Multiple Choice Study Guide can be found on the Guidance Website OR High School 

Webpage 

o Make-up test can be taken in homeroom via Mrs. Evans after the test date. If 

you cannot test on the given date you must contact Mrs. Buckingham before the 

testing date.  

2nd PE OPT OUT CREDIT: PROJECT DONE IN PLACE OF THE TEST WHEN OPTING OUT 

FOR A SECOND TIME OR IN PLACE OF PE 2.  

 Project Outline and Rubric can be found on Guidance Website OR High School Webpage 

 Due: December 5 and/or May 8 

 

 

3. CARDIO PORTION  (50pts) 
 

 MILE RUN—inside…will happen after school at 3:10 unless you set up an alternative 

time with Mrs. Buckingham 

o Run October 31   SEMSETER 1 

o Run March 20  SEMESTER 2 

 Mile Run grading is based on the Presidential and National Fitness Test. 

An overview of times and expectations for each letter grade can be 

found on the Guidance Website OR High School Webpage 

POINTS FROM EACH OF THE 3 CATEGORIES ABOVE WILL BE COMBINED TO 

CREATE THE OVERALL GRADE FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION 1 OR 2 

STIPULATIONS ON THE PE OPT OUT:  

 Can only Opt Out once per sport 

 Must be completed in Freshmen year or the student is scheduled into a PE class their 

Sophomore year 

 Student must complete all three portions of PE Opt Out each Opt Out Opportunity 

 Grade is averaged into overall GPA 
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